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Racking Protection

Rack Deflektors

Rack deflektors are a one-time ‘insurance’ investment, costing 
a fraction of what you would need to spend on rack repair or 
replacement and alleviating expensive repairs to the floor caused by 
conventional floor fixed rack guards. Their fluorescent colour gives 
operators clear visibility of frame locations, significantly reducing the 
likelihood of impact. Save money and minimise downtime with our 
cost-effective and easy way of protecting racking uprights against 
costly pallet and forklift damage.

Steel End of Rack Barriers

Some of the most common racking repairs we undertake are to the 
end braces and uprights, often due to damage at low level from fork-
lifts turning. Our steel end of rack barriers protect these vulnerable 
areas, absorbing the impact and minimising costly repairs, thus 
prolonging the life of your racking and saving you money in the 
process. We keep an array of sizes in stock, with products available 
to suit single and double runs of racking.

Timber Barriers

Our timber barriers offer vital protection for vulnerable areas of 
racking. The major benefit of timber barriers are that once they 
are hit or damaged, it is both inexpensive and quick to replace the 
timber inserts, making them an ideal solution to reduce your costs.

Warehouse Barrier Systems

Our heavy duty warehouse barrier system is the ideal solution for 
protecting specific areas of your warehouse. Our barrier system is 
equally as effective as other solutions available on the market for a 
fraction of the price. In particular, our four-sided post barrier solution 
represents a cost-effective way of controlling your warehouse traffic, 
tailor-made to suit your specific warehouse set-up.

Pallet Back Stops & Support Bars

We carry stock of pallet back stops, pallet support bars, fork entry 
bars and much more, all to suit your specific business requirements. 
Our range of products provides a cost-effective solution that 
prevents product migration and damage, increasing your efficiency 
and saving you money. Due to our extensive stock holding, we can 
deliver and install your chosen solution promptly.

Steel Upright Protection

If you are looking for long-lasting effective protection, our steel 
upright protectors are the ideal solution. We provide corner guards, 
wrap-around guards and column guards, amongst other solutions, 
allowing you to choose the right fit for you. Our guards are securely 
bolted to the floor in front of your racking, providing optimum 
protection for your racking investment.


